Jetta vw 2013

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Taj Auto Mall has over 1, affordable
vehicles in stock. We offer a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else?
Our dealership specializes in providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the
Lehigh Valley area. Part of our promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with
unbeatable service. Our goal is to go above and beyond your expectations. Our Bethlehem
dealership has tons of well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at highly affordable prices. Recent
Arrival! So come on down to our dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday
through Saturday from 9 am to 8 pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our
number is Make Taj Auto Mall your first choice for affordable used vehicles. Prices may be in
lieu of special financing. Please contact dealership to confirm pricing. Horsepower calculations
based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer
data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Call Thank you for stopping by Gunther of Daytona Beach located
at N. We are your Florida VW Volvo Dealership specializing in new and quality used vehicles,
service and parts. Our knowledgeable sales staff have been trained and certified to provide
amazing customer service. All online prices have been reduced by financing incentives and
exclude tax, tag, title, registration fees, governmental fees, reconditioning charges or any
additional insurance and warranty coverage, GAP coverage or fee applicable to the sale of a car.
The vehicle must be financed through Gunther to receive special reduced pricing. See dealer for
full detail. Toyota Universe is pleased to offer this good-looking Volkswagen Jetta in Tan. Some
of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Buy Here Pay Here also
available. Home Delivery Available. Check out this gently-used Volkswagen Jetta Sedan we
recently got in. This wonderfully fuel-efficient vehicle offers a supple ride, quick acceleration
and superior styling without sacrificing MPGs. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this
incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. Previously, price kept it just out of reach of
potential buyers of the competition, but with an attractive redesign, Volkswagen also
reconsidered options packaging and the Jetta's price level. They've done so again for and now
buyers can get a premium German sedan at an entry-level price, with fit and finish similar to that
on cars that cost two and three times as much. Interesting features of this model are
Affordability, good handling and braking, fuel economy on TDI hybrid models, and excellent fit
and finish. Feel free to browse our inventory online, request more information about vehicles,
set up a test drive or inquire about financing! Every vehicle we sell comes with 2 years
complimentary maintenance! All vehicle specifications, prices and equipment are subject to
change without notice. If you are in the market for a new, preowned or Certified VW vehicle, we
have what you are looking for! We are here to serve you, whether shopping from home, or
visiting us in person, Colonial VW is committed to providing you with award-winning service
before, during and after the sale. Our pricing is completely transparent. The price you see is the
price you pay. All manufacturers incentives are disclosed and made available to you. Sale price
reflects standard incentives available from Volkswagen. Certain finance options are in lieu of
incentives. See dealer for complete incentive details, or visit Tax, title, license a Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Post purchase,
the vehicles go through a step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our
vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles
passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come
into our inventory they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard
work put into our vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully
satisfied. Service Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the
vehicle to any certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the
Service contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also
available, please consult with a sales representative for additional information. Service
contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are
looking to purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help
to protect your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are
for cash transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to
change as they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application submission, our
JDM Auto team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details. We will
represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human error.
Service contract is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. Odometer is miles below market average! Silver Volkswagen
Jetta 2. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 4, Station Wagon Trim 1. Engine Type Gas 4, Diesel Hybrid 8.

Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 5 cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Interesting features of this
model are Affordability, good handling and braking, fuel economy on TDI hybrid models, and
excellent fit and finish AutoCheck Vehicle History Summary Unavailable. Close DriveHere.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Surprisingly poor driving car. The 6
speed auto transmission is one of the most unresponsive that I have ever driven. The engine is
underpowered. Throttle response is not smooth. Initially the car does nothing then surges. The
transmission is too reluctant to downshift making for a frustrating drive. The transmission
downshifts much too slowly. Mash the throttle and I sometimes forget that I've done it as the
seconds count down seconds. That can be dangerous is you try to jump lanes. Interior feels
unusually cheap for a VW. No cup holders in the rear. No cruise control. Rear view mirror can
obstruct. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. So far I bought three vehicles at Heritage Truck and Auto.. The first one was a
Toyota Corolla.. It was a very good vehicle. Tony Baptiste is very responsive , honest and
straightforward.. I never had any issues with him.. I would recommend anyone looking for a
used vehicle to go to Tony Baptiste at Heritage Truck and Auto.. Great experience, hands down
the best auto dealership in the area. They stayed open with pending snow to help my son get a
replacement car after his was totaled by plow truck! Very clean car at a great price! We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Why
Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Taj Auto Mall has
over 1, affordable vehicles in stock. We offer a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why
shop anywhere else? Our dealership specializes in providing you with the best used cars,
trucks, and SUVs in the Lehigh Valley area. Part of our promise to you is that we will always
strive to provide you with unbeatable service. Our goal is to go above and beyond your
expectations. Our Bethlehem dealership has tons of well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at
highly affordable prices. Recent Arrival! So come on down to our dealership in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through Saturday from 9 am to 8 pm. Contact us with any
used car questions you may have, our number is Make Taj Auto Mall your first choice for
affordable used vehicles. Prices may be in lieu of special financing. Please contact dealership to
confirm pricing. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Call Thank you for
stopping by Gunther of Daytona Beach located at N. We are your Florida VW Volvo Dealership
specializing in new and quality used vehicles, service and parts. Our knowledgeable sales staff
have been trained and certified to provide amazing customer service. All online prices have
been reduced by financing incentives and exclude tax, tag, title, registration fees, governmental
fees, reconditioning charges or any additional insurance and warranty coverage, GAP coverage
or fee applicable to the sale of a car. The vehicle must be financed through Gunther to receive
special reduced pricing. See dealer for full detail. Toyota Universe is pleased to offer this
good-looking Volkswagen Jetta in Tan. Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired
safety recalls. Buy Here Pay Here also available. Home Delivery Available. Check out this
gently-used Volkswagen Jetta Sedan we recently got in. This wonderfully fuel-efficient vehicle
offers a supple ride, quick acceleration and superior styling without sacrificing MPGs.
Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind.
Previously, price kept it just out of reach of potential buyers of the competition, but with an
attractive redesign, Volkswagen also reconsidered options packaging and the Jetta's price
level. They've done so again for and now buyers can get a premium German sedan at an
entry-level price, with fit and finish similar to that on cars that cost two and three times as
much. Interesting features of this model are Affordability, good handling and braking, fuel
economy on TDI hybrid models, and excellent fit and finish. Feel free to browse our inventory
online, request more information about vehicles, set up a test drive or inquire about financing!
Every vehicle we sell comes with 2 years complimentary maintenance! All vehicle
specifications, prices and equipment are subject to change without notice. If you are in the

market for a new, preowned or Certified VW vehicle, we have what you are looking for! We are
here to serve you, whether shopping from home, or visiting us in person, Colonial VW is
committed to providing you with award-winning service before, during and after the sale. Our
pricing is completely transparent. The price you see is the price you pay. All manufacturers
incentives are disclosed and made available to you. Sale price reflects standard incentives
available from Volkswagen. Certain finance options are in lieu of incentives. See dealer for
complete incentive details, or visit Tax, title, license a Fuel economy calculations based on
original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Post purchase, the vehicles go
through a step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for
mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia
Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory
they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our
vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service
Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any
certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service
contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available,
please consult with a sales representative for additional information. Service contracts vary
from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to
purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect
your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash
transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as
they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto
team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the
vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human error. Service contract
is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on
prices or equipment. Odometer is miles below market average! Silver Volkswagen Jetta 2.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Type Sedan 4, Station Wagon Trim 1. Engine Type Gas 4, Diesel Hybrid 8.
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 5 cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Interesting features of this
model are Affordability, good handling and braking, fuel economy on TDI hybrid models, and
excellent fit and finish AutoCheck Vehicle History Summary Unavailable. Close DriveHere.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Surprisingly poor driving car. The 6
speed auto transmission is one of the most unresponsive that I have ever driven. The engine is
underpowered. Throttle response is not smooth. Initially the car does nothing then surges. The
transmission is too reluctant to downshift making for a frustrating drive. The transmission
downshifts much too slowly. Mash the throttle and I sometimes forget that I've done it as the
seconds count down seconds. That can be dangerous is you try to jump lanes. Interior feels
unusually cheap for a VW. No cup holders in the rear. No cruise control. Rear view mirror can
obstruct. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Hard sale pressure. Then stopped following up. Horrible way to sale a car. We
were very interested, but after a few texts with the clowns on this sales staff forget it! The
vehicle was ready and clean for my test drive when I arrived. Everything went without a hitch. I
came back the next day to buy the vehicle and all the paper work was ready and waiting. I'm
pleased with this vehicle and have had no problems at all. The dealer contacted me early the
next business day. Although the car sold that day I was contacted and updated. Great
correspondence. Zena response was helpful,quick and very professional but lost out on the
deal by appointment 1st come 1st serve. Dealer was helpful showed me few cars that I may me
interested in since the car I was I nterested in looking was not ready not dealers fault. Condition
of the car was not worth price advertised but it was close. Walked out without buying a car.
Good to have no pressure to buy a car the day you visit for a change. Dealer understand that I
am looking for something specific. I'm still looking around and want to check more cars out
before making a purchase. The manager was informative and straight forward and thought I
asked too many questions about the history of the car. I was promptly contacted via email after
my initial but had already decided on another vehicle so I had no further contact with the
dealership. They sent an auto reply telling me to call for more info. Yeah, We ended up
purchasing a vehicle here. I was somewhat hesitant when we arrived. The premises is a little
rough as far as vehicles being jammed in a small area. However, this is a diamond in the rough.
The folks that work there are friendly and quite helpful. The vehicles that we looked at were a
step above the used lots that we had looked at in Beaumont. I say give them a chance if you

need a used vehicle. Terrible experience going there. Hummer I went to look at, they were
pulling other cars out of mud with it. Had mud all over truck and on floor mats. And upon close
inspection of Hummer, it would not past state inspection! They had the van ready for me to test
drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to the dealer to see the
car. All I did was waste my time. Very nice and helpful on phone. Made appointment to view
trucks at location, due to bad weather had to cancel and they were very understanding. Will
definately be going as soon as weather allows. What amazing people that helped me tarde an
old car to get a car I wanted an got a very reasonable price for it as well highly recommend
these people thank you again for everything an will take amazing care of this beautiful car an
tell others if need a car thats where to go to. Be safe an thank you again. Absolutely fantastic,,,
they actually listened to me, even staying in price range. I look forward to all the e mail from
them. Even though we are going through shut downs of state lines the prospects are great!
Excellent customer service. Buying a car from them was pain free. Highly recommend them. I
called about a Corvette and received a quick, courteous reply as to its availability. In an effort to
stave off an outright revolt from brand fans since its redesign, Volkswagen upgrades the Jetta
cabin for to include features like a soft-touch dash and additional seat configurations for select
trims, plus a few added features to existing option packs. VW also promises a hybrid for ,
though very little of that beyond its 45 highway mpg will be known until its launch at an as-yet
undisclosed date. Aside from that every mechanical piece and body panel is exactly as it was
for , along with the same 5 trim levels, indicating Volkswagen is sticking to its cost-cutting guns
despite driver desires for compelling style, more power out of the base engine and a return to
the previous generation's multilink suspension. Well, that's what loyal long-time drivers think, at
least. Volkswagen is on a mission to flood North American markets and get a V-dub in as many
driveways as possible. To that end, VW took on Toyota's cost-cutting philosophy and started
pushing out cars by the hundreds, sometimes of questionable quality. The Jetta redesign is the
proof in that pudding with a less-refined suspension, base engine and cabin than previous
generationsâ€”a move that ticked off brand fans, but newcomers to this German make don't
seem to mind at all. The Jetta stands neck and neck with the competition in its price point for
overall quality, so instead of getting a several-thousand-dollar discount off the quality brand
fans are used to, loyal drivers are disappointed to find no freebies or givens in this
less-expensive Americanized version. First-time drivers, on the other hand, couldn't be more
elated. Every trim but the sunroof-less S editions now gets an adjustable front armrest
standard. SE and TDI trims get a bit more chrome on the outside, metallic trim inside and now
feature power-reclining front seats and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shifter. The SEL
gets that soft-touch dash even without the Premium options upgrade for , and if you get the
Navigation upgrade, a Fender Premium stereo comes with it. The TDI with Premium and
Navigation now gets a 6-way powered driver's seat and inch alloy wheels standard for , an inch
bigger than the last model. Last but not least, the GLI, the performance pedigree of the bunch,
now gets launch control standard to ensure the automated-manual transmission doesn't make
your tires spin too much, and getting the Navigation upgrade adds otherwise unavailable
features like a backup camera and LED daytime running lights. There are a few more changes,
like the addition of manual lumbar support in select trims and things of that sort, and in all it
seems like Volkswagen left no stone unturned in trying to appease its loyal fanbase. Well,
except for that uninspiring body, suspension and base 2-liter engine. The 2-liter is simply
sub-par, with every other Jetta hitting 60 mph from a standstill in 8. This reviewer might not
have said so for , but the Jetta definitely merits a closer look. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Volkswagen Jetta listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden

problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Search Go. You can edit the
name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try
again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home
Volkswagen Jetta You chose your Volkswagen Jetta for all the same reasons you choose
Genuine Volkswagen Parts: because no other brand can match the performance, style, and
precision of Volkswagen. Whatever kind of drive is your style â€”sporty performance,
sophisticated luxury, or simple joy in the journeyâ€” shop our nationwide network of
Volkswagen Parts dealers, and your VW Jetta will always impress. Your Nearest Dealers. Lou
Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of Janesville. Elgin
Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a Volkswagen Jetta Trim Level. S
Sedan. Select a Category. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy the road ahead if you
can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features of your Volkswagen, it's
important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and functioning correctly.
Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely designed and
manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your windshield. If
you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with your
windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy. Neither
you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air. When it
comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air Filters
to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and other
debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at peak
performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering your
vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you and
your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your Volkswagen Jetta in the same
pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Car Care
Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make yourself comfortable and keep your
Volkswagen Jetta protected from the rigors of daily use with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Comfort
and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless you
choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Communication Accessories are designed to
work perfectly in your Volkswagen Jetta. Shop Communication. Sport and Design. Add your
own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Sport and
Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. Leave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring
behind with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a
dramatic enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels.
VW DriverGear. More than hats and tees, discover it all. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet
Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude
applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information
contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should
verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or
omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some
variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or
incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Find It Used. Calculate Payment. Be the first to
rate this vehicle. Trim if known :. Would you recommend this to a friend? First name required.
Max characters: Continue as a Guest. For the model year, VW has further distinguished the

most popular member in the Volkswagen Jetta lineup, the Jetta SE, with premium cabin
upgrades like chrome-trimmed switchgear, an adjustable center armrest, and a power-reclining
function for front-row seats, as well as a leather-wrapped steering wheel, shift knob and parking
brake lever. The exterior of the Volkswagen Jetta SE and all higher trims also receive subtle new
exterior highlights in the form of a chrome-accented grille and window framing. At the top of the
range, the VW Jetta SEL welcomes sport seating for the driver and front passenger, with the
former also benefiting from manual lumbar support and new six-way power-adjusting
functionality. The most athletic player on the teamâ€”the VW Jetta GLIâ€”then gets some
notable performance enhancements of its own: Launch control and a new, more powerful 2.
Note: As a reminder, the VW Jetta SportWagen continues to offer its unique combination of
efficiency and versatility while riding on the previous-generation Jetta platform. The VW Jetta S
is the entry model, with its 2. With a turbocharged 4-cylinder gas engine, the Volkswagen Jetta
GLI sits on a sport suspension, while the driver and front-seat passenger sit on sport-bolstered
comfort seats. Bluetooth and premium audio are standard as well, and so is a leather-wrapped
multi-function steering wheel. A Fender sound system, inch wheels and power sunroof help the
GLI Autobahn model provide a more upscale alternative that can be further refined with
navigation, a backup camera and LED daytime running lamps. VW presents a panoply of
powertrains for the Volkswagen Jetta, starting with a 4-cylinder, naturally aspirated gasoline
engine that displace 2. The Volkswagen Jetta TDI holsters a clean-diesel 4-cylinder engine that
develops hp, and lb. For more enthusiastic drivers, turbocharging helps the Volkswagen GLI
squeeze hp and lb. Unsurprisingly, the VW Jetta Hybrid has the most high-tech powertrain
setup, with a 1. Per the latter group, the Jetta duo was awarded five stars in side-crash
protection and 4 stars for both front and rollover protection. Note that the IIHS does not test
hybrid models separately from their traditionally engined siblings. The Volkswagen Jetta offers
all the usual suspects, including a rearview camera system, touc
99 ford e250
wiring diagram for 240 volt baseboard heater
3 way dimmer switch wiring diagram multiple lights
hscreen audio and navigation, heated front seats, keyless access, pushbutton start, Bluetooth
tech and LED lighting, but also provides a key differentiator in its Fender audio system. Payoff
Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded to the nearest whole dollar. All
loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and are subject to credit approval from an
independent lending source. Actual down payment and resulting monthly payments may vary
depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender requirements, and the strength of your
credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly payment. Some content provided by and under
copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet. Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Rate This Vehicle
Volkswagen Jetta Sign In. Create an Account. People who viewed the Volkswagen Jetta also
viewed:. Please click on the link below to take a short survey. The survey should only take 5
minutes or less to complete. We want to know what you think of minivans.

